Studio specifications on stage
wasn't necessary for the brothers John and Kim Rishoej to search too
long for the basic ideas that led to the founding of TC Electronic ten
years ago. They were more or less handed to them on a plate owing to
their many years as close friends of many of Denmark's most creative
musicians. The brothers'common interest in music and electronics had
for several years meant that their special qualities were in great
demand. Musicians came to John and Kim with their effect gear and
had them modified and tailormade to specifications the original manufacturer had never dreamed of.
The basic ideas for a visible business were there for the asking. But
there is a limit to what you can accomplish on the basis of already existing PC. boards and technology. This was the reason they started a small
but very exclusive production of custom-built equipment for
muscians - who were not only dissatisfied with the sound quality but
also with the lack of possibilities which they had always dreamed about
but could never obtain in conventional units.
From these modest
but very uncompromising beginnings
emerged TC Electronic with a reputation in the trade second to none
making it impossible for them to fail to live up to their founding dictate:
that the standard of their work would be nothing but the best. Not merely
the best that could be found on the market - but also almost the best
that could be achieved in theory.
At the same time these basic ideas were also formulated: TC Electronic had to design and manufacture effect units which - with respect
to sound, design and versatility lived up to the best that could be
obtained. Not only for on-stage purposes, but also for studio use. To this
very day these uncompromising basic ideas are still the driving force
behind TC Electronic.
It
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We don't care if we're not the first
* as long as we are the best
years since the Americans, via their space research, discovered the
principles making digital delay possible. Then about 4-5 years ago the
Japanese simplified the manufacturing of them so much that they could
be massproduced at much lower prices than the first very expensive
studio units from America and England.
Today the combination of perfect sound, undreamed of features
and a realistic price has become a reality.
"We had no intention of either cutting corners or beating anyone to
the finishing post when we started our development of the fC 22gO
about 4 years ago. The research that lay ahead of us was simply both
too comprehensive and important for it to be run as if we were in a race.
First of all we wanted to make sure that our unit could not become obsolete in terms of its sound quality * so the specifications had to be at an
optimum. We therefore had to invent a completely new converter principle. At the same time we had to recognize that a perfect sound quality
is not of much use if the unit itself, in terms of function or operation, is not
able to keep pace with its contemporaries in years to come. Therefore
the TC 2290 - no matter how perfect a concept it appears to be - has
been designed to allow for future expansion. New software and new
options are already on their way.
The TC 2290 is our most ambitious project so far, and there are
many competitors who stand between us and you; but anyone listening
to our equipment will experience what we mean when we say - it's not
just a question of being the first...
It is

Features
The TC 2290 is a true multi-effects unit where you can combine all
effects simultaniously.
It has, of course, all the features possessed by conventional units,
plus a multitude of functions that have never been heard before.
DYN - Dynamic Delay. This function makes is possible to play with
an echo effect without the sound becoming "messy" - because the
input signal can control the echo, so that it may be suppressed while
you play, and is only clearly audible in pauses where you are not playing.

PAN - Automatic Delay Panning. A completely new effect in digitaldelay units - but, like DYN, so obvious that it ought to be a standard part
of any delay unit. PAN makes it possible for you to move the echo back
and forth between two loudspeakers.
Combine the two functions, and your idea of what an echo is will
never be the same again.
Added to this, the TC 2290 has 100 programmable presets. This
may sound a bit exaggerated - but they give you so much freedom and
offer you many possibilities which we shall come back to later.
As a matter of fact, all this is just an appetiser. On the following
pages we shall give you a detailed explanation of the unit's broad spectrum of features - the way they look today. For, despite its impressive
specifications and its multitude of functions, the TC 2290 is merely the
frame of a sound picture to which we can add new brushstrokes allthe
time. During the coming months and years a number of software and
hardware options will see to it that the unit not only keeps up with one of
the fastest markets in the world but always stays ahead of it.
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- even compared to the standards of today's digitaltechnology. And in
the TC 2290, mind you, we are dealing with a frequency range spanning from 20 Hz right up lo 20 k1z. Added to this, for the benefit of the
harmonics which we cannot hear though can sense, we have provided
the unit with a roll-off from 20 kHz and up to 30 kHz. ln this way the
TC 2290 is not only precise, it is also musrcal.

And speaking of musicality:

Sound quality

The TC 2290's distortion specifications are of course exceedingly fine.
But what is of even greater interest is the fact that the little remnant of
distortion, which can never be avoided in practice, does not sound "digi-

It is a well-known fact that at TC Electronic we make very high demands
on the sound quality of our products.
Our first requirement is a pure and lifelike reproduction of sound
without any extraneous coloration. Or put in a different and maybe simpler way: what comes out of the unit must sound completely identical
with what came in plus the required effect, of course. We have
achieved this by designing the TC 2290 to reproduce the entire frequency range with outstanding precision and a minimum of phase shift

tal" but harmonious, and hence is not noticed.
To derive benefit from the whole frequency response, and to obtain
the original and precise sound that is a "must" to us, it is essential that
the unit is practically noiseless in its operation. Consequently, the
fC 2290 has a dynamic range of 100 dB.
Even studio units, which often cost about five times as much as the
f C 2290, only have a dynamic range of 90 dB - i.e. they produce three
times as much noise.
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TC 2290 vrill forever change your idea of what echo rs
The echo effect has been known for many
years. A coveted effect - although everyone
knows that is has limitations which sometimes makes it impossible to use in practice.
With the introduction of the TC 2290,
most of these limitations become a thing of
the past.

Let the music control the echo
Dynamic Delay makes it possible for you to
control the delay volume and the amount of
feedback with the input signal. Choose between the two modes: Trig or Envelop. ln the
Trig mode three specifications are keyed in:
'1.
At which input level does the echo have to
be suppressed? 2. How much should it be
suppressed? 3. How soon does it return to
the normal level? ln the Envelope mode you

I

nstantaneous operation

Normally, there are not too many knobs on a

digital delay unit. But then the TC 2290 is
hardly normal. lt has an unusual amount of
functions that are directly programmable on
the front panel. Their values are read on
applicable display, and operation rs therefore
fast, easy and precise.
Beyond that there are functions which
are not immediately accessrble on the front
panel, but which may be called forth by
means of special numbers and placed in
assign keys - i.e. user-programmable keys.
Finally the unit is equipped with a numeric
keyboard which helps to make the operation
of a number of functions considerably easier.
There are also, of course, up-and-down
switches for the individual functions.

derive full benefit from the dynamic delay

function, The input signal all the time determines how much the echo should be suppressed and how soon it should return to nor-

mal. ln practice: if you are playing with a
heavy touch, the TC 2290 may respond with
a weak echo
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and with a light touch, a strong

echo. Or vice versa.

Pan the echo
Whoever told you that an echo should stand
still in the middle of the sound spectrum? PAN
will move it (or the direct signal, or both) back

and forth between two loudspeakers, and in
this way create a three-dimensional sound
spectrum with a completely new width and
depth. The speed, width, starting point and
duration of the panning may be determined
beforehand, or continuously by the input signal.

Modulation of all delay times
The existence of a chorus/flanger effect on a
digital delay unit is hardly a surprise. But the
TC 2290 can modulate all the delay settings,
and therefore makes it possible to "delay" the

chorus/flanger effect for the length of the
maximum delay time. ln other words, first you
hear the input signal clean - and then maybe
250 ms later the chorus/flanger effect
spreads like a fine net around the music, lf
this is combined with PAN, you obtain a
mobility and depth in the stereo spectrum
that must be heard to be believed.

1-2-3-4
A digital delay unit cannot hear the beat you
are playing in. But the TC 2290 can learn it.
Hit the LEARN button either on the front
panel or on the pedal * instead of quessing
which delay time will produce the echo in the
right rhythm.
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100 programmable presets
with direct access
On the face of it, it sounds a bit much. But
combined with the TC 2290's numerous
sound possibilities and its ability to controlthe
external effect pedals, for example (see
separate section), they give you a high
degree of freedom - and that is simply a
must. The same sound may for instance be
stored on different preset numbers - even at
different volumes. And remember, you may
control the volume of the echo as well as of
the direct signal - i.e. the total volume. The
100 presets therefore give you instantaneous

access to the many sound combinations of
the unit - and to a great amount of sound
colours.

MIDI
You can chose to control the presets of the
TC 2290 via MlDl. The unit can receive and
send on one or more of the 16 MlDl channels.
Used in this way the TC 2290 can both control other MlDl units or be controlled by them.

Apart from these relatively normal MlDl
functions the TC 2290 also has its own MlDl
Exclusive codes. These codes add some interesting features to the TC 2290.
Through these you can link the TC 2290
to a computer and operate your TC 2290
from it. The computer makes all parameters
directly accessable, visualizes the functions
and scans the effects - making the TC 2290
even easier to program and operate. This
requires, of course, that you have obtained
the optional TC-software for the computer.
Another benefit of the exclusive codes is
the TC 2290's ablity to act as a "mother unit".
lf you link a number of TC 229O's together
you can control the entire chain of units from
one TC 2290 - the "mother unit".

Lifelike samplings (option)
Record a piece of music or a sound within the
maximum delay time (see separate section)
and play it back. Not in itself a revolutionary
innovation - sampling is also found in cerlain
other units. But as you know - if a digital delay
is in the sampling mode, it can't be used for
anything alse before you erase the sampling
- what we call in the trade "locked" into that

function. This is where TC Electronic has
come up with yet another first.
With the TC 2290 you can divide the
maximum delay time and use some of it for
different samplings and some for basic delay
and chorus effects.
For example: if you have a TC 2290 with
a max. delay time of 4 sec you can delegate
1 sec to a number of presets with delay and
chorus effects and then split the remaining
3 sec into as many samplings as you like, e.q.
3 samplings of 1 sec or 1 sampling of 1 sec

and 4 of 5OO ms, Each sampling sound can
be stored in its own preset - as if it were a
normal chorus or delay effect - and recalled
individually whenever you want to replay one
of them.
Replay triggering is done by sending
either a signal into the input or via the front
panel, the foot controller or MlDl.

Up to 32 seconds
Also within hardware, room has been allowed

for the future TC 2290. Like most other delay

units, it has a standard delay time of up to
milliseconds
but in the TC 2290 it
may be extended to 32 seconds by inserting
option chips and P.C. boards. This option is
only found in very few other units - e.q. in a
.1023
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studio model costing about five times as
much as the TC 2290.

lFF--

Soundwise
- state of the art
Correctly used, digital technology can
reproduce sounds incredibly accurately. ln the entire frequency range the
deviations may be so slight that they
can hardly be detected by the human

Automatic delay panning
Move the echo. Pan can move it (or the

direct signal) from one loudspeaker
to another, and back again. From the

Sampling
The value of sampling grows in direct
ratio to how true{o-life it is - with the
TC 2290 it takes sensitive measuring
equipment to distinguish the sampling
from the original.

middle to one side, and on to the other.
From side to side. Wide or narrow. Fast
or slow. Then combine this with any of

the other features in the unit and

a
whole new world of stereo effects will

appear to your senses,

Specifications
Frequency response
Soft roll-off
Dynamic Range
THD (Total Harmonic Distortion)
Delaytime

XLR lnput
XLR Outputs

Jack input
Jack outputs
lnterfaces
Voltage

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight

All rights reserved

20 Hz-2O kHz * 0/- 0.5 dB
25 kHz -3 dB
30 kHz -12 dB
>100 dB
<0.050/o aI1 k1z,0 dB ppm
Standard 1023 ms
Options up to 32 sec.
Balanced, 20 kOhm max f 26 dBm
Balanced, 100 ohm max * 26 dBm

Zin:1

*

Mohm max
14 dBm
ohm max 10 dBm

ZouI:750

Several
220124011101120
482x89x242 mm

5.7 Kgs

-

*

50/60 Hz

ear.

ln this field too, the TC 2290

Dynamic delay
Fast passages in your playing combined with a long echo will often mess
up the music (unless you are constantly moving the echo volume up
and down). With Dynamic Delay this
job is not only taken over by the input
signal - it is done much better. For no
human being can react as fast as the
two modes - Trig and Envelope which can control the delay volume
and feedback, so that you can, for instance, only hear the echo when you
are not playing. They cause the echo to

become a rhythmically integrated
extension of the music's elasticity. lf
this sound like the words of a music
critic, it is because it is almost impossible to explain this effect... lt simply
has to be experienced.

is

clearly the unit with the best specifications. But we are willing to admit that
the differences here are marginal.
Where you will first of all experi-

ence the difference between the
TC 2290 and conventional digital
delay units is in the warmth and
musicality of the sound. The TC 2290's
frequency response goes right up to
20 kHz - the upper sound limit for the
human ear. But in our unit there is furthermore a roll-off allowing harmonìcs
to slowly fade out all the way up to 30
k1z. For although they cannot be
heard, they constitute an important
part of that undefinable thing: musical
sound. You sense rather than hear the
highest harmonics - but you miss
them if they are not there.
Added to this, the unit's unique
dynamic range of 100 dB and its
harmonious way of integrating the
very low distortion explains why the
fC 2290 simply sets a new standard
for what can be expected of a digital
delay unit soundwise.

Effects control processor
With one step the TC 2290 puts you
closer to your next sound
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doing away

with what we call "The PEDAL BOARD
SYNDROME". You knowthe problem
prancing around the stage like a ballet
dancer and trying to activate your next
combinatron of effects. Well, that's a
thing of the past.
You can operate your pedals via
the programs of the fC 2290 instead.
You may, with a simple push on the
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Computer interface
The computer interface via

advanced foot controller select any
preset and simultaneously
switch in or out any required combinations of up to five external effect unrts.

fC 2290
MlDl

makes it possible to control the
fC 2290 with a computer.
(see MlDl previous page).

Designed for the future
Our primary aim with the TC 2290 is to

supply a unit offering you the widest
range of possibilities - without colouring or disturbing the sound of the often

very fine and expensive instruments
connected to it.
It is equally important, however,
that in 5 or 1O years the unit sounds
perfect and is logical to work with,
based on the norms then valid.
The TC 2290 has therefore from
the start been prepared for a bit of
everything. For example, the computer
interface via MlDl, the extendable
delaytime up to 32 seconds and the
100 presets.
But of even greater interest is the
fact that the TC 2290 will be updated
on the software side in the years to
come, expanding your TC 2290 with
new exciting functions and effects. For
example: MlDl functions, advanced
sampling effects etc.

TC 01 44 serial remote
controller
Full and instantaneous control of the
TC 2290 - and of all the other connected MlDl units, for that matter - by
means of the lO-switch pedal with
bank selector and two programmable
spare switches. The bank selector

changes between the ten preset
banks. The ten switches give you direct access to any preset of a given

bank, e.g. from preset 121o17, with just
one push of a button, The two spare
switches may be programmed to any
function on the TC 2290 front panel.
The pedal is connected to the TC 2290
by means of a normal guitar cable.

